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El profesor James Damon de The University of North  Carolina at Chapel Hill visitará el Instituto 
entre el 3 y el 17 de mayo e impartirá un Curso y un Colloquium.                                                     

El Colloquium, titulado Problems in Computer Imaging: Mathematical Solutions using Methods in 
Singularity Theory, se celebrará el día 6 de mayo a las 13:00 horas en el Aula Miguel de Guzmán 
(S-118).         

El curso versará sobre los temas:  

-Using Scale for the Problems of Discreteness and Noise in Images                                                        

-Classification of Local Features in Natural Images 

 -Analysis and Use of Shape in Medical Images           

El horario provisional del curso es días 7, 9 y 12 de mayo de 15:00 a 17:00 horas.  

A continuación reproducimos los resúmenes de 

 

Colloquium: 

“Problems in Computer Imaging: Mathematical Solutions using Methods in Singularity Theory” 
 Abstract: 
Our notion of what constitutes an “image” and how we can analyze the objects in an image has 
considerably evolved since the beginnings of computer imaging. Computer images no longer consist 
solely of still 2-dimensional images. For example, “natural images” are 2-dimensional images of 
real world scenes while medical images may be 2 or 3-dimensional images created by various 
imaging methodology or “images” may consist of time varying families of images. Ultimately 
algorithms which are applied to analyze these computer images are based on underlying 
theoretical mathematical results. We describe several of these imaging problems and the 
mathematical results used in solving them.  A number of these are based on a combination of 
geometry and analytic results combined with methods from singularity theory. 

 
Course:  
 
1)  “Using Scale for the Problems of Discreteness and Noise in Images” 
 
In computer imaging, our idealized view of images as formed from objects with differentiable 
boundaries differs from actual images which are defined by color or grayscale functions which in 
reality are discrete and contain noise.  As such they are realistically modelled by nondifferentiable 
even noncontinuous functions (or even measures).  Nonetheless we still wish to obtain geometric 
features from such images.  The introduction of scale in computer imaging has developed over the 
past twenty years to deal with these issues, extracting geometric properties of discrete objects in the 
presence of noise. Scale is introduced by classical PDE methods or by convolution with various 
kernels. We explain how scale allows for the applications of methods of singularity theory for 
smooth functions, but to objects defined discretely, by working in scale space and determining the 
resulting geometric properties that such objects then have. 
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2)  “Classification of Local Features in Natural Images” 
 
For natural images, a central goal is to identify the individual objects in the image, determine their 
individual properties and their relative relations.  The exact local properties depend on the geometric 
properties of the objects as well as the lighting properties and the apparent contours resulting from the 
view direction.  Furthermore, additional information is provided by the changes in the image that occur 
as a result of movement in viewing direction.  We will summarize the history of work on this problem and 
indicate recent developments which have relied heavily on methods of singularity theory to identify the 
local possible feature configurations resulting from the combination of features. 
 
 
3)  “Analysis and Use of Shape in Medical Images” 
 
In 2 and 3-dimensional medical images are numerous types of objects such as organs, bones 
structures, etc which medical workers wish to analyze and compare for medical diagnosis and treatment. 
 What is required is a method to describe and compare the physical properties of such objects, 
especially among a population of patients, where statistical methods can be brought to bear.  We explain 
a method for representing shapes of objects via “medial representations” which are “skeletal-type 
structures” that encode the local, global and “relative geometry” of objects.  Many properties of this 
representation are derived from basic results of singularity theory combined with extensions of classical 
differential geometry. This representation allows the introduction of statistical analyses of shapes for 
medical imaging 
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